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We calculate the exchange interaction between impurity spins in a nondegenerate semiconductor whose 
carriers interact coherently with a strong resonant light wave. We show that the exponential spatial decrease 
of the exchange, with a decrement equal to the coherence length go, is modulated by oscillations having a 
period -h-Eg  (detuning from resonance). The conditions for the formation of photoinduced spin glass are 
determined. 

PACS numbers: 75.30.Et, 75.30.H~ 

1. An optically induced rise in the Curie temperature 
T, in magnetic semiconductors was predicted in Ref. 1. 
This effect is due to the fact that electrons photoexcited 
into the conduction band participate in the indirect ex- 
change. For an experimentally noticeable shift of Tc, 
however, the necessary density of the nonequilibrium 
carr iers  is too high? In measurements of the transi- 
tion-temperature shift it is necessary here to  exclude 
the effect of crystal heating. Such an experiment was 
performed on an EuS c r y ~ t a l , ~  and the shift obtained was 
-0.1 K. 

In this paper we call attention to  another effect con- 
nected with optical pumping in a semiconductor contain- 
ing magnetic impurities. The light can produce magnet- 
ic ordering of the impurities both in the disordered- 
ferromagnet regime and in the spin-glass regime. Im- 
purity spins acting as a disordered ferromagnet were 
investigated in Ref. 4. 

Interest in the production of a disordered magnet with 
spin-glass behavior has stimulated the study of various 
versions of direct impurity-spin interactions in a crys- 
tal  matri~.~'"he form of the exchange interaction be- 

electron + field quasiparticles at the Fermi level,' and 
has been observed experimentally in Ref. 9. 

The effect exerted on the exchange between impurity 
spins by the change of the spectrum in the light-wave 
field can be easily understood qualitatively. The a p  
pearance of the Fermi quasilevel introduces into the 
system a parameter with the dimension of length, which 
determines the period of the oscillations. On the other 
hand, the gap in the quasiparticle spectrum causes an 
exponential decrease, with distance, of the exchange 
interaction of the impurity spins. It i s  thus to be ex- 
pected that the exchange varies like an exponential 
modulated by an oscillating factor, and the damping 
decrement as  a function of distance is determined by 
the size of the gap, while the period of the oscillations 
i s  determined by the detuning tfw - E, from resonance. 
A spin-glass state can arise at certain relations be- 
tween the values of the gap, of the detuning, and of the 
impurity-spin density. 

These qualitative arguments will be confirmed below 
by a formal calculation of the dependence of the ex- 
change on the distance. 

tween the impurity spins is determined by the form of 2. Consider the Hamiltonian of the two-band s-d 
the electron spectrum. In a metal, such an interaction model with account taken of dipole resonant transition 
i s  an RKKY potential that oscillates rapidly with dis- in the electric field of a light wave: 
tance. 

If a gap exists at the Fermi level, i.e., if a threshold 
energy is needed to produce an electron-hole pair, the 
exchange between the impurity atoms decreases expon- 
entially with distance. This situation obtains in a non- 
degenerate semicond~ctor .~ In a semiconductor with 
indirect gap, the exponential decrease is modulated by 
oscillations whose period i s  determined by the separa- 
tion between the extrema in momentum space. Such a 
potential realizes a spin-glass state in a semiconduc- 
tor. 

The purpose of the present paper i s  to clarify the ef- 
fect of strong optical pumping on indirect exchange in a 
semiconductor with a direct gap E,. 

The field of a strong electromagnetic wave with 
quantum energy Ew 2E, alters the electron spectrum of 
the semiconductor. A gap appears in the spectrum of the 

J, ,  are the matrix elements of the contact s-d interac- 
tion on the Bloch functions of the bands, i , j=l,  2:aki, 
i s  the annihilation operator for an electron in a state k 
and with a spin projection (2; the spectrum zck=*(E,/2 
+fi2k2/2rn) i s  measured from the midpoint of the forbid- 
den band; R, are the positions of the localized spins; o 
are Pauli matrices; ~ = e ~ p / m w ;  p i s  a matrix element 
of the dipole interband transitions (we assume for sim- 
plicity that it i s  independent of momentum'); E i s  the 
electric field strength in the wave, and N i s  the number 
of the basic atoms in the crystal. 
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Under strong-field conditions AT > 1 (T is the shortest 
of the relaxation time on phonons, impurities, o r  elec- 
trons), a unitary transformation8 can be used to change 
over to  a representation in which the first  two t e rms  of 
(1) a re  independent of time. The magnetic impurities 
give r ise  t o  recombination whose rate is determined by 
the matrix elements JI2. This manifests itself formally 
in the appearance, after the unitary transformation, of 
nonresonant t e rms  in (1) that oscillate rapidly with 
time. These processes hinder the establishment of the 
saturation state; they can be neglected by virtue of the 
inequality C J , ~ E ~  << 1 (Ref. 10) (c is the relative density 
of the magnetic centers). Thus, we assume the strong- 
e r  inequality Xf >> 1 to  be satisfied (4" is the sum of the 
frequencies of the relaxation and the recombination on 
account of the magnetic centers). The stationary-state 
Hamiltonian is then 

3. The exchange between impurity spins on account of 
the s-d interaction in (2) is determined by a simple 
loop that involves, since Ha is not diagonal in the bands, 
matrix Green's functions: 

. l  b ( '"f" io,,-Ek G(k' "'- (iu.-Ek,) (iw.-Ek.) + ) * (4) 

where 

I E *  ( )  an=nT (2n+l ) ,  
&r=h'(kZ-kF2)/2m, kRZ=m(ho-E,)/RZ. 

Calculating the trace in the sum over the frequencies 
in (31, we obtain for J(R) at T=O 

where 

and n is the exchange density of the main atoms of the 
crystal. We carry  out in (5) an integration over the 
angles, which pertains only to the exponential: 

Integrals of this type a r e  encountered in calculations of 
screening in an optical dielectric'' and in the calcula- 
tion of the Meissner effect in  superconductor^.'^ 

Linearizing the spectrum near pF and changing t o  in- 
tegration with respect to&# and tr with the state den- 
sity at the Fermi level we can, by making the change of 
variables .$, = A  sinh t and t,, = X sinh t' and using the 
condition p i  >> mX, reduce (7) to the expression 

where 

to =FivF/nX is the coherence length. 

4. The function I@) differs little from a pure expon- 
ential: 

I ( R )  =n exp ( -R/go) .  

The ratio G/Z determines the behavior of J@). At small 
distances we have R < Ro (Ro is determined from the 
equation G = I )  and J(R) is an alternating-sign function 
of the distance. Numerical calculation yields Ro = 1.5t0. 

The period of the oscillations J@), equal to nff/pp, i s  
determined by the detuning from resonance, and the ex- 
ponential decrease takes place over a length -to that de- 
pends on the detuning and on the pump intensity. 

We note that the Green's function of the quasiparticles 
in an impurity crystal takes the form (4) if 1 > to (1 is 
the electron mean free path). In the absence of non- 
magnetic impurities 1- l/cna2, where a is  of the order 
of the interatomic distance. 

Formation of spin glass is possible if the average 
distance between the impurity spins exceeds the period 
of the oscillations, i.e., subject to the inequality 

I>R,> ( 3 / 4 r r ~ n ) ~ > n f i / ~ , .  (10) 

In the case of the inequality 

the impurities behave like a disordered ferromagnet. 

Assuming the impurity density to be small enough, 

we ensure a wide parameter range satisfying (11) and 
(12). Since Roc;RvF/nA, the phase transition from spin 
glass to  a disordered ferromagnet can be effected by 
changing the parameters of the external pump. 

5. To estimate the coefficient preceding the curly 
bracket in (9) we choose the following parameters: J - leV,tiw-E,=O.leV, A = O . O l e V , m - r n , , a n d ~ , = 3 0 ~ .  
In this case Jeff= 0.1 K. 

The indirect interaction due t o  the pumping, Jeff, at 
the average distance between impurities, is of the same 
order a s  the estimated shift of T, in a magnetic semi- 
cond~c to r . '~  

We note in conclusion that the problem considered in 
this paper was simplified by choosing for the semicon- 
ductor a symmetrical band scheme. Allowance for the 
noncongruence of the "electron" and "hole" Fermi sur- 
faces of the quasiparticles makes for a more compli- 
cated Jeff@) dependence, since the system acquires two 
parameters with the dimension of length, which de- 
termine the periods of the oscillations. 

In a real  cyrstal, the results  should also be modified 
by allowance for the recombination and heating of the 
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, electrons relative to the lattice. This leads to a de- 
pendence of J,,, on the electron temperature and com- 
plicates the calculations in the problem, but does not 
affect the basic conclusions of the present analysis. 
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